
 
Fall 2017 

CI 468B/468D/468R Syllabus 
Intermediate Reading & Writing/K-6 Science Practicum 

 
Practicum Coordinators:   Ann Pierce, 133E MacKay, 294-3158, apierce@iastate.edu  
      Daryl Sackmann, 133E MacKay, 294- 6332, sackmann@iastate.edu 
 
Option #1: 48 hours (468 B/D), or 24 hours (468 R) in central IA partner schools, T/Th, Sept. 26-Oct. 19 2017.  

Option #2: Outside central IA, 4 weeks, T/Th all day for 8 full days (48 hrs.), arranged with Daryl Sackmann 

Option #3: 48 hours in a school location outside of central Iowa, with individualized scheduling, starting week 
of Sept. 25-Dec.8th, arranged with Daryl Sackmann 

 Schools have differing bell schedules. Your co-op teacher must be consulted to determine exact times. 

• CI 468 B/D-Please arrive well before the opening bell and stay until well after the buses depart. This is a 
full day experience. 

• CI 468 R- choose a 3- hour block of time that includes the teaching of reading. This is a morning 
experience. 

Central IA Supervisors:  
Nancy Duey 515-987-1685 

   Judy Coldiron 515-223-4638 
   Henry Gray 515-233-2720 
   Glenn Sibbel 515-451-3353 
   Dale Henricks 515-733-2403 
   Jim Duea 515-232-3667 
   Patricia Smith 641-751-5241 
   Gary Sheldon 515-225-0639 
   Jody Atwood 515-291-8577 
   Sherry Gehlsen 515-232-3138 
   Cathy Cate 515480-0495 
Outside Central Iowa Supervisors: TBD according to location.    
 

Practicum Handbook:  You are required to print, read, and consult as needed, the CI 468 Handbook which is 
online at: http://www.education.iastate.edu/undergraduate-studies/undergraduate-applicants/curriculum/  
This contains valuable resources that will be useful when planning and implementing your various lessons. It 
also contains evaluation information that will be useful to you and your cooperating teacher. Please take time 
to consult this handbook. 

Ray Gaul 515-275-2842 
Linda Sharpnack 515-597-2040 
Mike Billings 515-209-9698 
Darlys Baker 515-278-0978 
Darlene Mashek 515-229-0785 
Ellen Shrum 515-231-0713 
Therese Riordan 515-280-0884 
Laura Sivadge 515-490-5172 
Diane Jones-515-231-6651 
M li  Sli  515 310 2851 
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New! Effective immediately -Proof of Identity: Bring your driver’s license with you to your school the first day. 
You may be asked to have it scanned, in order to gain entry into the building. If you do not have a valid driver’s 
license you will need to contact the school and ask what they consider to be an acceptable alternative (e.g., a 
passport). Your supervisors will be asked to do the same thing.  

Teacher Education Shared Course Expectations: 
This course incorporates shared behavioral expectations with other courses in the undergraduate teacher education 
program.  Following these expectations is the responsibility of the student. Students are encouraged to raise any questions 
they may have regarding these expectations with the instructor. 

BE THERE/STAY THERE – ATTEND CLASS  

BE PREPARED – COMPLETE ASSIGNMENTS ON TIME 

BE ENGAGED – PARTICIPATE IN CLASS 

BE RESPECTFUL – TREAT OTHERS AS YOU WISH TO BE TREATED 

BE ETHICAL/PROFESSIONAL – PREPARE TO BE AN EDUCATOR 

Academic Misconduct: 
Academic Misconduct in any form is in violation of Iowa State University Student Disciplinary Regulations and will not be 
tolerated.  
“Academic dishonesty occurs when a student uses or attempts to use unauthorized information in the taking of an exam; 
or submits as his or her own work, themes, reports, drawings, laboratory notes, or other products prepared by another 
person; or knowingly assists another student in such acts or plagiarism. Such behavior is abhorrent to the university, and 
students found responsible for academic dishonesty face expulsion, suspension, conduct probation, or reprimand.” (Iowa 
State University Bulletin, 2013-2014) Students are advised to pay particular attention to the information on plagiarism 
provided in the Bulletin (www.catalog.iastate.edu/academiclife)  
 
Students' work must be original for this course. Academic dishonesty includes things like using information from books, 
journals, or the Internet without giving proper credit (citation and reference); unauthorized use of information in taking 
an examination; or handing in a project as your own that was based on another person's project whether from current 
or previous semesters and even if the original project is substantially changed. Academic dishonesty also includes 
assisting another student in academic dishonesty (e.g., giving someone your project to use as a template). Please do 
your own work and be sure to give proper attribution when you use ideas and materials from other sources.  
 
The instructor will follow the policies on academic dishonesty and misconduct as adopted by the university. According to 
University policy, if an instructor believes a student has behaved dishonestly in his/her course, the first thing he/she is to 
do is “confront the student with the charge…and arrange a meeting…to discuss the charge and hear the student’s 
explanation” (Iowa State University Bulletin, 2011-2012, www.catalog.iastate.edu/academiclife). If the student denies 
the charge, the instructor “may not assign the student a grade until the question of responsibility is resolved… The 
instructor shall consult with his/her department chair and report the incident in writing to the Dean of Students.” The 
Dean of Students will refer the case to the Office of Judicial Affairs to be investigated. TRANSLATION: DO NOT 
PLAGIARIZE! This typically includes failing the student in the course and reporting the infraction to the Dean of Students, 
which may result in expulsion from the University.  
 
See additional information about Academic Misconduct at http://www.dso.iastate.edu/ja/academic/misconduct.html 
for more details and a full explanation of the Academic Misconduct policies. 
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Discrimination and Harassment: 
Iowa State University prohibits discrimination, which can include disparate treatment directed toward an individual or 
group of individuals based on race, ethnicity, sex, pregnancy, color, religion, national origin, physical or mental disability, 
age (40 and over), marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic information, status as a U.S Veteran 
(disabled, Vietnam, or other), or other protected class, that adversely affects their employment or education. For 
religion or disability, the law allows employees and students to request reasonable accommodations to continue their 
work or studies. 
 
Iowa State University also prohibits harassment, which can be a form of discrimination if it is unwelcome and is 
sufficiently severe or pervasive and objectively offensive so as to substantially interfere with a person's work or 
education. Harassment may include, but is not limited to, threats, physical contact or violence, pranks, jokes, bullying, 
epithets, derogatory comments, vandalism, or verbal, graphic, or written conduct directed at an individual or individuals 
because of their race, ethnicity, sex, pregnancy, color, religion, national origin, physical or mental disability, age, marital 
status, sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic information, or U.S. veteran status. Even if actions are not directed at 
specific persons, a hostile environment may be created when the conduct is sufficiently severe or pervasive and 
objectively offensive so as to substantially interfere with or limit the ability of an individual to work, study, or otherwise 
to participate in activities of the university. 
 
It is the university's goal to prevent the occurrence of discriminatory and harassing activity and to promptly stop such 
conduct. See additional information about Discrimination and Harassment 
at http://www.policy.iastate.edu/policy/discrimination#Statement for more details and a full explanation of the 
Discrimination and Harassment policies. 
 
Religious Accommodation Information: 
Iowa State University welcomes diversity of religious beliefs and practices, recognizing the contributions differing 
experiences and viewpoints can bring to the community. There may be times when an academic or work requirement 
conflicts with religious observances and practices. If that happens, students and employees may request reasonable 
accommodation for religious practices. In all cases, you must put your request in writing. The instructor or supervisor 
will review the situation in an effort to provide a reasonable accommodation when possible to do so without 
fundamentally altering a course or creating an undue burden for the instructor, supervisor, or department. 
For students, you should first discuss the conflict and your requested accommodation with your professor at the earliest 
possible time. You or your instructor may also seek assistance from the Dean of Students Office or the Office of Equal 
Opportunity. 
For students and employees, it is advisable to confront any potential conflicts as early as possible rather than waiting 
until the deadline or event is upon you, leaving everyone little time to plan and consider alternatives in a comprehensive 
way. For students, this can be accomplished as soon as you receive the course syllabus. If an accommodation is given, 
students and employees may be required to complete coursework or work assignments in advance of an absence, which 
further demonstrates the need to address the conflict early. 
 
If any student feels discriminated against because of religion, the individual(s) may contact the Office of Equal 
Opportunity and/or file a complaint under the Discrimination and Harassment policy. 
 
Inquiries can be directed to the Office of Equal Opportunity: 
3410 Beardshear Hall 
515 294-7612 
eooffice@mail.iastate.edu 
 
ISU Educator Preparation Program Conceptual Framework: 
The ISU educator preparation program is founded on the land grant commitment of access and opportunity when 
serving the people of Iowa, the nation, and the world. Like the University, the ISU educator preparation program is 
fundamentally grounded in the science and technology of living and learning. The themes of leadership, equity, critical 
thinking, and innovation are intentionally woven throughout the fabric of this program in order to help today’s learners 

http://www.policy.iastate.edu/policy/discrimination#Statement
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achieve to their full potential. Additional information about the framework can be found 
at: http://www.education.iastate.edu/educator-preparation-resources/conceptual-framework/ 

Iowa State University Teacher Education Standards,  InTASC Standards 
The Learner and Learning  
Standard #1: Learner Development. The teacher understands how learners grow and develop, recognizing that patterns 
of learning and development vary individually within and across the cognitive, linguistic, social, emotional, and physical 
areas, and designs and implements developmentally appropriate and challenging learning experiences. 

Standard #2: Learning Differences. The teacher uses understanding of individual differences and diverse cultures and 
communities to ensure inclusive learning environments that enable each learner to meet high standards. 
Standard #3: Learning Environments. The teacher works with others to create environments that support individual and 
collaborative learning, and that encourage positive social interaction, active engagement in learning, and self-
motivation. 
 
Content 
Standard #4: Content Knowledge. The teacher understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, and structures of the 
discipline(s) he or she teaches and creates learning experiences that make the discipline accessible and meaningful for 
learners to assure mastery of the content. 
Standard #5: Application of Content. The teacher understands how to connect concepts and use differing perspectives 
to engage learners in critical thinking, creativity, and collaborative problem solving related to authentic local and global 
issues. 
 
Instructional Practices 
Standard #6: Assessment. The teacher understands and uses multiple methods of assessment to engage learners in their 
own growth, to monitor learner progress, and to guide the teacher’s and learner’s decision making. 
Standard #7: Planning for Instruction. The teacher plans instruction that supports every student in meeting rigorous 
learning goals by drawing upon knowledge of content areas, curriculum, cross-disciplinary skills, and pedagogy, as well 
as knowledge of learners and the community context. 
Standard #8: Instructional Strategies. The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to 
encourage learners to develop deep understanding of content areas and their connections, and to build skills to apply 
knowledge in meaningful ways. 
Standard #8A: Technology. The teacher integrates current and emerging technology in instruction to encourage student 
creativity, problem solving, collaboration, and digital literacy.  Teachers practice and advocate safe, legal, and 
responsible use of information and technology. 
 

Professional Responsibility  
Standard #9: Professional Learning and Ethical Practice. The teacher engages in ongoing professional learning and uses 
evidence to continually evaluate his/her practice, particularly the effects of his/her choices and actions on others 
(learners, families, other professionals, and the community), and adapts practice to meet the needs of each learner. 
Standard #10: Leadership and Collaboration. The teacher seeks appropriate leadership roles and opportunities to take 
responsibility for student learning, to collaborate with learners, families, colleagues, other school professionals, and 
community members to ensure learner growth, and to advance the profession. 
 
Iowa State University - Core Learning Outcomes 
Purpose 

The College of Human Sciences has established core learning outcomes to provide the unifying foundation critical to 
personal and professional success for all College of Human Sciences undergraduate students. 

Four components 
The core identifies the expected minimum outcomes for each undergraduate in the college, organized into four 
components: 

http://www.education.iastate.edu/educator-preparation-resources/conceptual-framework/


COMMUNICATION 
Core learning outcomes: Communicate with clear purpose, workable organization, and effective style in written, 
oral, visual, and electronic (WOVE) formats without distracting errors in usage or convention. 
Curriculum expectations: Demonstrate the appropriate level of competence in each area of WOVE (as defined by ISU 
COMM) in at least one significant educational activity embedded in coursework at introductory, intermediate, and 
advanced levels. 

 
SELF-ASSESSMENT/SELF-REFLECTION 

Core learning outcomes: Consistently and realistically analyze and evaluate one's own knowledge, abilities, and 
actions in comparison to professional standards and create action plans to enhance personal and professional 
efficacy. 
Curriculum expectations: Demonstrate the appropriate level of competence in at least one significant educational 
activity embedded in coursework at introductory, intermediate, and advanced levels. 

 
CRITICAL THINKING  

Core learning outcomes: Generate, acquire and evaluate information based on scientific evidence, creative 
processes, and logical and ethical reasoning to make decisions and solve problems in one's personal, professional 
and community endeavors. 
Curriculum expectations: Demonstrate the appropriate level of competence in at least one significant educational 
activity embedded in coursework at introductory, intermediate, and advanced levels. 

  
SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Core learning outcomes: Articulate and demonstrate a clear concept of a just society in which individuals and groups 
equitably share in societal benefits within a global community. 
Curriculum expectations: Demonstrate the appropriate level of competence in at least one significant educational 
activity embedded in coursework at introductory, intermediate, and advanced levels. 

 

Make-up Policies:  Snow/Weather Days: Every reasonable attempt should be made to make up any time missed due to 
weather events, but not everyone will have time in their schedule. If your district has a late opening, you will have to 
determine the appropriate arrival time for that day. Please monitor major weather events so you are always informed 
in a timely manner. 

Conference or In-service Days: These are wonderful opportunities to get a different perspective on your teacher’s duties.  
Attending   Parent-Teacher Conferences can be a rich experience and one that is rarely offered to practicum students. 
Please discuss this possibility with your cooperating teacher, as some conferences may cover confidential information 
that would not be appropriate for you to hear. 

Illness: If you are running a temperature or vomiting, you need to stay home to take care of yourself. Any time missed 
due to illness must be made-up at a time that is convenient for your cooperating teacher and supervisor.  

Policy on Late Assignments: Assignments submitted one week late or more without previous arrangements made with 
assigned supervisor will not be accepted and may result in failure of the practicum.   

Importance of Confidentiality:  Respect the confidentiality of students, colleagues, and parents in all spoken, written 
and digital work (i.e., email, web pages, blogs, personal profile sites). Avoid using real names in email correspondence. 
Do not divulge physical or behavioral characteristics that could reveal a student’s identity.  

Transportation Needs/Changes:  ISU vehicles are available for this experience. Please contact DeeAnna Bechtel, 294-
6694, for transportation assistance.  



You must fill out a profile on line, before using an ISU vehicle. IMPORTANT NOTE: You and your carpool participants are 
the only one responsible for organizing your pick-up spot and drivers for each particular travel day. This is NOT done for 
you by your coordinator, or your supervisor.  If you are in a carpool and decide not to use the vehicle you MUST cancel 
in a timely manner.  

For ISU Motor Vehicle Access: Issued to carpools only. Cars cannot be issued to individual students. If you are interested 
in driving an ISU vehicle for this course to your school site, there are now two online forms you will need to fill out- and submit -if 
you wish to use ISU transportation.  

 1) MVR check. Your driving history needs to be reviewed and approved by ISU Transportation before you can use a vehicle. This is 
usually completed within 24 hours after submission. The form is simple and takes a few minutes.  You may find it on the ISU 
Transportation website, the left hand menu click on “Motor Vehicle Record Checks”.  You will sign in. A page will come up and 
require you to sign in with your ISU net-id and password.  The next page will have your name at the top and under status you will see 
“submit new Record Check”, with “student/staff” highlighted. Click on student. The next form that pops up needs to be read, as this 
is part of the agreement.  Scroll down and your name and birthdate should be already populated in the boxes.  You will need to fill in 
the rest.   In the box for “organization name/department”, fill in Teacher Education.  In the box for “Organization Advisor/Supervisor 
netID” you will need to put in dbechtel to assure we receive the report.       

2) A one time “profile” set up for the driver is required by Transportation prior to reserving a vehicle for you.  You need to allow 24 
hours for confirmation of the profile set-up. The sign-up is easy and can be found at Agile Fleet .  Users will use their net id and sign 
in to gain access to the site.  The form that will pop up will have several boxes that need to be filled out.  Under “Organization” put 
Teacher Education, in the drop down box by “Department” name, chose School of Education. Leave account number and address 
blank.  Under additional information for Supervisor, place my name, DeeAnna Bechtel, Phone; 515-294-6694, 
email; dbechtel@iastate.edu  Once this is completed, and you are approved, Teacher Education Services office will be able to 
reserve a vehicle for you. 

ISU Students with Disabilities:  If you have a documented disability and anticipate needing accommodations in this 
practicum, please make arrangements to meet with the Practicum Coordinator, Ann Pierce immediately.  Please request 
that a Disability Resources (DR) staff member send a Student Academic Accommodations Request (SAAR) form verifying 
your disability and specifying the accommodation(s) you will need.  The DR office is located on the main floor of the 
Student Services Building, Room 1076, 515-294-6624.  

Non-discrimination Statement: “Iowa State University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, age, religion, 
national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, sex, marital status, disability, or status as a U, S. veteran”.  Inquiries 
can be directed to the Director of Equal Opportunity and Diversity, 3680 Beardshear Hall, 515-294-7612 

Plagiarism:  When writing lesson plans, it is usually best to use your own ideas.  However, borrowing and modifying an 
idea from existing sources (e.g., internet website, activity/curriculum guide, experts in your field) can be an excellent 
alternative for meeting your students’ learning needs.  If you chose to use/modify the work of others, be sure to 
acknowledge, in detail, the source of their hard work.  Citing sources in this manner is consistent with copyright and 
patent laws and is also the honest approach to your written work.  See page 45 of the Iowa State University Catalog, 
2009-2010 

University Email Communication: Students are expected to actively check their ISU email address and use it for their 
only means of electronic communication throughout this course. Please check this address often. If you need to relay 
incoming messages to another account, attend to that immediately.  

Written and Oral Communication: Students must communicate with clear purpose, workable organization and effective 
style in written, oral, visual and electric (WOVE) formats without distracting errors in usage or convention. Inability to 
meet this expectation will result in a conference with the instructor of record to determine the student's ability to 
achieve a satisfactory grade. See Supervisor Rubric (CI 468 Handbook).  

https://iastate.agilefleet.com/login.asp
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CI 468 B/D/R: Assignments 

TK20: TK20 is used extensively for this course and all assignments will be expected to be uploaded to Tk20 for your 
evaluation.  Detailed instructions on how to use Tk20 can be found at the end of this syllabus. 
 

Assignment #1- Sign off “The Expectations for Pre-Service con TK20–  

• Read Expectations of Pre-Service Teachers in School Settings, Standards for Professional Behavior, Dress Code 
& Practica Policies and sign your name in TK20 verifying you read the document.  You will be expected to 
follow these expectations during your field experience. 

 

Assignment #2- Placement Context & Reflection (read by 378 methods instructors). See instructions in CI 378 Syllabus. 

Assignment #3- Checklist. Attached to this syllabus is a checklist for CI 468B/D/R. Students are responsible for updating 
and maintaining the checklist and submitting it in TK20 by the due date. This checklist has two components.  

Required – All lesson plan assignments and activities listed are required. Modifications may be made ONLY in the case of 
placements where the curricular focus is on math, social studies, or subjects other than reading, and science. Work with 
your supervisor and cooperating teacher to set forth lesson modifications. Please enter dates completed.  

Optional Activities – These are not requirements, but are possible guidelines for students to gain experience and insight 
into the many facets of teaching.  The student will check and date those activities they see modeled or have practiced 
themselves.  The teacher does not need to initial this section.  

Assignment #4- for K-8th Science Education Methods – Additional Class Visit for those in CI 449 

When your setting permits, you will be expected to coordinate with your cooperating teacher to observe either, A) a 
lower grade level science class, or B) an upper intermediate science class, at least once during your practicum.  See 
Required Activities Checklist.  Please stay for the entire science class period.  There may be an assignment for your 
science methods class to come from this observation.  Students are responsible for discussing this with their cooperating 
teacher the first day of practicum as your co-op teacher has a critical role in helping to arrange this observation.  Any 
related assignment would be rated by the methods instructor.   

Lesson Planning Assignments- All students using this syllabus will be writing lesson plans. Please match your lesson 
plans with the setting and the current curriculum There are three sets of lesson planning expectations (below) and 
each student fits into one of these 3 categories:   

1) Full Day, Traditional- (Expectations for a single practicum student assigned to a classroom) There are THREE (3) lesson 
plans to write and implement for CI 468 B/D practicum. Typically, this is writing a lesson plan in each subject or, when 
the setting permits, integrating or combining two subjects into one lesson plan (e.g., reading and writing, science and 
reading).   

2) Full Day Paired- (Expectations for two practicum students assigned to a classroom) There are THREE (3) lesson plans 
to write for CI 468 B/D practicum BUT only two of those will be implemented by each individual. For more on the 
Paired Model, see below.  



3) Half day reading/writing (Expectations for half CI 468 R) –There are TWO (2) lesson plans to write and implement for 
CI 468 R practicum. Typically, this is a lesson per subject or, when the setting permits, integrating or combining two 
subjects into one lesson (e.g., reading and writing). 

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you are placed in a 7th or 8th grade classroom according to your endorsement (e.g. math, social 
studies, strategist one, etc.) please adapt your lesson content to meet the needs of the setting. This may mean 
integrating writing content into a math lesson, or modifying a social studies lesson to include a reading component. In 
some cases science -in particular -may not be easily integrated into your lesson and that is acceptable.  

General Guidelines for Planning Lessons:  

• Seek out resources that will help you plan activities that are grade level and topic appropriate.  
•  Do not take an activity from your methods class and transplant it into your practicum class. Adaptations that 

have been considerably rewritten may be acceptable.    
• Your students need to be actively engaged. 
• Lessons need to clearly show how you will differentiate your instruction to meet the needs of all students, 

particularly students with special needs and those considered English Language Learners (ELL). Resources are 
available in the CTLT in the book section entitled, “Practicum Resources”. These books can be checked out for 
three days at a time. 

• Use the lesson plan format suggested by your methods instructors.  In the absence of this, please refer to the 
Generic Lesson Plan Format which is included in your CI 468 Practicum Handbook when writing your lessons.   

• It is important that you have incorporated and labeled certain generic components which are common to all 
lesson plans.  Refer to the Lesson Plan Glossary in your handbook. Please do not turn in DOL (Daily Oral 
Language), handwriting, spelling, and Weekly Reader lesson plans.  They do not meet practicum expectations. 

• Science-Please refer to the The Learning Cycle format (in CI 468 Practicum Handbook) to guide you when writing 
the science lesson plan. 

• Models such as group investigation, concept attainment and the learning cycle (see handbook) are appropriate 
for science instruction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

CI 468 B/D, Intermediate Reading & Writing/K-6 Science Practicum Teaching: “Paired Model” 
Expectations for two practicum students assigned to a single classroom 

Philosophy: When two practicum students are assigned to a single cooperating teacher/classroom, several unique 
opportunities exist.  

• Team (3 -way) planning sessions allow for group brainstorming, greater efficiencies and student needs are more 
easily shared and planned for.  

• When fellow ISU students share specific and constructive feedback with each other, both Ss will learn and grow. 
Each practicum student must plan and implement his/her own lessons. It is important that each ISU practicum student 
be evaluated on his/her own merits, by the cooperating teacher and the supervisor. THIS IS NOT AN OPPORTUNITY TO 
TAG-TEAM by splitting a lesson into two phases.  

• This model will work best when one practicum student is teaching and the other is serving as an “on-
looker”/observer, closely watching, writing detailed information regarding what their counterpart is doing (e.g. 
precise questions being asked, use of wait-time, non-verbal behaviors, how students' ideas are used, where in 
the room their counterpart is moving, etc.).  

• The onlooker should also be noting what 3rd-7th students are and are not doing during the lesson. Thoroughly 
noting this kind of precise information helps the onlooker/observer become more aware of how teacher 
behaviors impact teaching and learning. By sharing this detailed feedback with their fellow practicum student, 
both will benefit. This back-and-forth observation and feedback, when detailed and thorough, is very useful. 

• Generic/bland feedback is useless for both parties. Constructive feedback can be shared at any point in the day, 
or even after school hrs., but the sooner the feedback is shared, the better. 

Role of Supervisor: The role of the supervisor remains the same. Supervisors observe and provide feedback to each 
student as they individually implement their lessons. Feedback is shared in a post observation conference. The 
onlooker/observer may or may not be present. Chances are, the onlooker/observer will be needed to assist the teacher 
while the post observation conferencing takes place. 

Requirements: When you are paired with another ISU practicum student there are THREE lesson plans to write and turn 
in for grading, but only two (2) of those lessons will be taught by each practicum student. So… 

• 4 total lessons will be taught between the pair over the 4 weeks.  
• If your cooperating teacher allows you the time to teach that third lesson, consider that an excellent opportunity 

for added practice.  
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

        Student Name       

 
CI 468 R Intermediate Reading & Writing, and CI 468 B/D Intermediate Reading & Writing, & Science 

Checklist – Must be completed in TK20 by the end of the practicum experience 
Each student should discuss this form with the co-op teacher on the first visit. 

Required: Your lesson plans may be completed in any order.  Please coordinate with your cooperating teacher and 
supervisor  

• Lesson plan #1 due in TK20 according to supervisor specified due date 

• Lesson plan #2 due in TK20 according to supervisor specified due date 

• CI 468 B/D only-Lesson plan #3 due in TK20 according to supervisor specified due date 

• Checklist completed in TK20 by end of experience 

Required Activities    Date 

1. Sign-off on “Expectations for Pre-Service Teachers in 
School Settings” 

 

2. Placement Context and Reflection (read by CI 378 
instructor) 

 

3. Checklist of Required and Optional Activities  

4. Observe one primary K-3 grade level science class, OR  one 
upper elementary science class  

 

5. Plan and teach a reading lesson.* CI 468 B, CI 468 R  

6. Plan and teach a writing lesson.* CI 468 B, CI 468 R  

7. Plan and teach a science lesson.* CI 468 D  

8. Read aloud to whole class  

9. Conduct morning routines (attendance, lunch count, 
calendar) 

 

10. Assist in organizing students (line-up, put away materials, 
etc.) 

11. Additional assignments for specific methods classes: 
(briefly list)  

 

 

 



See reverse side for Optional Activities 

 
 
Optional Activities 
These are not requirements, but are possible guidelines for student involvement in the classroom.  The student will 
check and date those activities they see modeled or practice themselves.   

Activity Observed in the 
classroom 

Assisted or 
completed 
independently in 
the classroom 

Classroom Context   

 Learning Center   

 Bulletin board   

 Integrated technology in a lesson   

 Locate and gather resources   

 Went with students to a “special”  

  (art, PE, music, library, etc.) 

  

 Field Trip   

 Conference   

 In-service   

 Team meeting   

 Examined the curriculum materials at the 
 school 

  

Interactions   

 Listened or worked with individuals or  

 Small groups 

  

 Assisted students with make-up work   

 Assisted in supervision recess   

 Graded papers   

 Responded to student journals   

 Taught a spelling lesson   

 Taught DOL   

 Explored science concepts in a small group    



 setting 

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY         PRACTICUM EVALUATION 
TEACHER EDUCATION SERVICES                     Page 1 
             
Directions for assessment:  Please evaluate your teacher candidate at his/her present level of competency, not as an experienced 
teacher.  After using this report as a focus, engage in a conference with your practicum student. This evaluation will help give 
direction for moving forward. Use the following descriptors for assigning the scores: 
 

Key:          4=Distinguished          3=Proficient       2=Developing        1=Unacceptable         NA = Not Assessed 
 

1.      Unacceptable      Candidate does not have a grasp on the standard described. 
2.      Developing         Candidate’s knowledge or performance in this area is rudimentary and may perform satisfactory with support. 
3.      Proficient         Candidate has a clear grasp of the standard and translates knowledge into effective practice. 
4.      Distinguished      Candidate shows advanced depth of knowledge of the standard and enriches student learning. 
 

ISU InTASC STANDARDS ASSESSMENT 

 #1 - LEARNER DEVELOPMENT  #7 - PLANNING FOR INSTRUCTION        

• Understands how students learn & develop 
• Considers individual learners’ interests & needs 
• Regularly assesses to design and modify instruction 

• Resourcefulness/collaboration with specialists 
• Creativity 
• Cross-disciplinary 
• Relevant to learners 
• Organization/budgeting of time 

 #2 - LEARNING DIFFERENCES 

• Cultural awareness  
• Creates an inclusive learning environment 
• Differentiates instruction for individual needs 
• Monitors/adjusts lessons 
• Uses resources, supports, and specialized assistance 

and services 

 #8 - INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES 

• Questioning skills 
• Uses a variety of methods & strategies 
• Provides multiple models and representations of 

concepts and skills 
 

 #3 - LEARNING ENVIRONMENT  #8A - TECHNOLOGY 

• Rapport with students  
• Engages learners 
• Establishes and maintains responsible student 

behavior 
• Uses time to maximize student achievement 

• Use of technology to enhance instruction 
• Teaches appropriate and safe use of technology 

 #9 - PROFESSIONAL LEARNING & ETHICAL PRACTICES 

• Adapts personal teaching practices to meet needs of each 
learner 

• Self-evaluation/reflection skills 
• Seeks outside resources to support learning 
• Engages in new and ongoing learning 

 

 #4 & #5 - CONTENT & APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE 

• Knowledge of subject matter 
• Connects to prior knowledge and experiences 

 #6 - ASSESSMENT  #10 - LEADERSHIP & COLLABORATION 

• Aligns assessment to instruction/objectives 
• Uses assessment data to drive instruction 
• Provides timely feedback 

• Oral & written communication 
• Collaborates with students, colleagues, and families 
• Uses a variety of communication methods 
• Seeks appropriate leadership roles 



Student Strengths and Challenges: 
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Key:          4=Distinguished        3=Proficient        2=Developing        1=Unacceptable         NA = Not Assessed 
 

PROFESSIONAL ATTRIBUTES ASSESSMENT 

 RESPECT -      FLEXIBILITY-      

• considerate of others 
• values diversity 
• demonstrates a belief that all students can learn 
• demonstrates inclusive attitudes and behaviors 

• adapts to change  
• is open to new ideas and opinions  
• deals appropriately with less than ideal situations when necessary  
• maintains a positive attitude when necessary changes occur 

 COLLABORATION -       PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT - 

• supports teamwork and shows initiative 
• shares knowledge and responsibilities with others 
• accepts and responds appropriately to feedback from 

others 

• engages in professional development activities  
• is committed to the profession 
• models and promotes life-long learning  
• has enthusiasm for one’s discipline(s) and values the process of 

learning  
• demonstrates a belief that teachers can influence learning 

 RESPONSIBILITY -     

• engages in socially appropriate behaviors  
• is reliable and trustworthy  
• accepts consequences for personal actions or decisions  
• prepares for classes/meetings/group work/instruction  
• demonstrates professional ethical behavior 
• maintains confidentiality for students/colleagues 
• attends class regularly and is on time 

 REFLECTION -      

• self-assesses knowledge/performance using higher order thinking  
• demonstrates accurate self-analysis regarding own strengths and 

weaknesses  
• accepts/uses constructive feedback  
• assesses situations using multiple perspectives 

 EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL AWARENESS - 

• uses the English language effectively and appropriately is able to assess social/professional situations  
• displays an understanding of non-verbal communication  
• acts in socially appropriate and professional ways 
• demonstrates effective listening skills  
• maintains positive relationships with others (i.e. colleagues, peers, parents, students)  
• demonstrates an awareness of how personal appearance and grooming habits can influence teacher effectiveness and 

dresses appropriately for given contexts 

Comments and/or Goals for Moving Forward: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIRECTIONS: Please check the one statement below that applies to the ISU student you hosted  
 

 Without reservation - Student is ready for the next practicum or student teaching experience. 
(80-100% / 55-68 total points scored) 

 

 With some reservation - With support the student can be ready for the next practicum or student teaching experience. 
(60-79% / 41-56 total points scored) 

 

 I cannot recommend - Student is not ready for the next practicum or student teaching experience. 
(59% or below / 40 or less total points scored) 

 

 



 

SUPERVISOR ASSESSMENT 

To be completed by practicum student within TK20 

________________________________________________________ 

(Name of University Supervisor and Date) 

Please rate the university supervisor with whom you are currently working using the five-point scale below.   

  5 - Superior 

  4 - Above Average 

  3 - Average 

  2 - Below Average 

  1 - Unacceptable  

   ORGANIZATION/SCHEDULING (organized and planned well) 

   CREDIBILITY (was honest, could count on him/her) 

   TIME EFFICIENCY (used visitation time wisely) 

   FEEDBACK (provided helpful feedback, suggestions, ideas) 

   INTEREST (appeared interested, enthusiastic, positive, supportive) 

   INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS (interacted appropriately with others) 

   EXPECTATIONS (made requirements clear, considered situation/ability) 

   EXPERTISE (provided useful information, practical applications) 

   MODELING (encouraged professional growth, behavior) 

   RESPECT (showed fairness, tolerance, understanding) 

   ACCESSIBILITY (approachable, available when needed) 

   FLEXIBILITY (adapted to circumstances, needs) 

   OVERALL EVALUATION 

Please comment on the helpfulness/frequency of the supervisor’s visitation schedule? 

 

What are some things your supervisor did which you valued and/or appreciated? 

 

What could your supervisor have done to make your student teaching experience more meaningful? 

 

Your name (optional)_____________________________  



Tk20 Quick Guide for Field Experiences - Practicum Student  
 

How do I log in to Tk20? 
• Go to http://iastate.tk20.com 
• Log in using your NetID and Password 
• Re-enter your NetID and Password when cued to do so 
• If you have trouble logging in, email Eduardo Boro at eboro@iastate.edu.  

 
How do I access my Field Experience Binders? 

• Click on “Field Experience” on the left menu bar. 
• Your current field experience will appear.  (To view binders from past semesters, click on “Previous 

Field Experience Assessments.”) 
• Click on the binder’s name. 
• This is your field experience binder. 
• The tabs on the top will take you to various pages – the tabs align to the Assignments for your 

practicum experience 
 

How do I complete the requirements/assignments? 
• Click on one of the tabs in the Binder. 
• The left side of the page contains the directions for the assignments. 
• The right side of the page contains the assignments you need to complete. 
• To complete an assignment: 

o Click on “Select.” 
o A “pop-up” window will appear. LEAVE THE TITLE ALONE. 
o The “Description” box after the title is OPTIONAL – for your notes only. 
o Complete the form by answering the questions or uploading the requested document(s).  You 

upload a document just like you would do an email attachment. 
o When you are done click “UPDATE.” You DO NOT need to complete the entire assignment at 

once.  You can come to it as often as you need to. 
o The assignment will be in BLUE UNDERLINED TEXT 
o To re-access an assignment to make revisions, click on the BLUE UNDERLINED TEXT and the 

“pop-up” window will reappear 
o To DELETE AN ENTIRE ASSIGNMENT, click on the circle with the line in it next to the 

assignment. 
• When you are done for the day, click “SAVE.”  DO NOT click “SUBMIT” until all of your 

assignment(s) is/are complete. When your assignment or group of assignments is done (you no 
longer need to access them and want to submit them on time), click the “SUBMIT” button.  A list 
of assignments/tabs will appear and you will choose what you want to submit.  THIS IS HOW YOU 
WILL SUBMIT ASSIGNMENTS BY THE DUE DATES. 

• You can go back to review and revise assignments until you click “SUBMIT.” 
 

What additional resources will help me with these tasks? 
• Cam Scan – Download the app onto your smart phone to take a picture of your Supervisor 

Observation Feedback form to upload to TK20 
• University Supervisor – Your supervisor will be learning alongside you during this process and will be 

able to answer limited questions regarding Tk20.  What a great Cooperative Learning experience. 

http://iastate.tk20.com/
mailto:eboro@iastate.edu


How do I access the feedback on specific assignments or see the evaluations from my supervisor and/or 
cooperating teacher? 

• Click on the “Assessment” tab in your field experience binder. 
• The forms your supervisor and cooperating teacher complete are on the left side. 
• Click on a form to view it.   
• A “pop-up” window with the form will appear. 
• After reviewing the form, click “CLOSE.” 
• To view the annotations, or notes, your supervisor and/or cooperating teacher provide on 

assignments, look at the column “Annotated Document(s).” 
• The document title will be listed and then View or Download.  Click on View. 
• A “pop-up” window will appear. 
• Hold your cursor over the highlight portion(s) of text to view the comments provided. 
• When you are done, click the “X” in the upper right corner. 

NOTE:  All Supervisor and CT forms will have a GRADE (and may have a POINT TOTAL) at the bottom of 
the form.  IGNORE THIS!!!!  This is a default setting and doesn’t mean anything.  The GRADE section will 
most likely be left blank. 

 
How do I view general feedback from my supervisor or cooperating teacher? 

• Click on the “Feedback” tab in your binder. 
• The feedback, who provided the feedback, and the date it was provided will be visible in a table 

format. 
• It is important to note that you will not receive a notice when feedback is left for you.  You will need 

to check TK20.   
 

What do I do when I am done working? 
• When you are done for the day, click “Save.” Then click “Close.” 
• When all forms and assignments are complete for a given due date, click “SUBMIT.” You will then 

choose which assignments/tabs you want to submit. Once this is done, you will no longer be able to 
make changes to your forms.  This indicates the binder is “finished” in regards to your work.  You will 
not be able to submit until all of the assignments have been worked on. 

 
If you have questions about the content of an assignment or form, please contact the clinical experience 
coordinator you are working with: 
 
Jaime Boeckman (Director) 294-7559 boeckman@iastate.edu 

Kristin Kalcevich 294-1915 kmkalcev@iastate.edu 
Ann Pierce 294-3158 apierce@iastate.edu 
Daryl Sackmann 294-6332 sackmann@iastate.edu  
Maranda Van Cleave 294-7886 marandav@iastate.edu 

 
If you are having technical issues, please contact Tk20 Support by emailing support@tk20.com.  
 

If you have questions about Tk20, please contact Eduardo Boro at 
eboro@iastate.edu or Heidi Doellinger at hldoell@iastate.edu. 
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